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Abstract— Unlike professional pilots who are limited by the
FAA's age rule, no age limit is defined in general aviation (GA).
Some studies revealed significant aging issues on accident rates
but these results are criticized. Our overall goal is to study how
the effect of age on executive functions (EFs), high level cognitive
abilities, impacts on the flying performance in GA pilots. This
study relies on three components: EFs assessment, pilot
characteristics (age, flight experience), and the navigation
performance on a flight simulator. The results showed that
contrary to age, reasoning, working memory (WM) and total
flight experience were predictive of the flight performance. These
results suggest that “cognitive age”, derived in this study by the
cognitive evaluation, is a better mean than “chronological age”
consideration to predict the ability to pilot, in particular because
of the inter-individual variability of aging impact and the
beneficial effect of the flight experience.
Keywords: piloting performance, executive functions, flight
experience, decision making, normal aging.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The population of GA pilots is getting older in the USA [1]
and in European countries like France where forty one percent
of private pilots are more than fifty (BEA1, 2008). Unlike
professional pilots who are limited by the FAA's age 65 rule,
no such restriction exists for GA pilots. Moreover, contrary to
commercial aviation (CA) pilots, GA pilots have not
necessarily experienced a professional training, fly mostly on
their own, without any co-pilot and very few assistance
systems, have less support from the air traffic control and are
more affected by weather conditions. Not surprisingly, in GA,
the accident rate is considerably higher than in CA [2].
Several studies have revealed significant aging issues on
accident rates in GA [3] [4] [5], though these results are called
into question [6] [7]. The assessment of the cognitive
functioning is a key issue in pilot’s aging as long as its decline
represents a much higher risk of accidents than sudden physical
incapacitation [8]. A substantial literature focuses on the
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evaluation of the cognitive state of pilots but its conclusions
remain contradictory. Several reasons may explain the
difficulty to draw a definitive conclusion on the effects of
aging on flight performance in GA pilots. There is a great interindividual variability in the deleterious effects of aging on
cognition [9]; the evaluations performed in classical human
factors studies are rather nonspecific in terms of explored
cognitive functions and do not necessarily focus on the ones
that are the most impacted by aging; very few researches
attempt to link, in the same population, the cognitive
performances to the flight abilities; the greatest part of the
studies is interested on safety aspects like communications
[10], or decision making during landing [11]; few researches
are exclusively related to the GA population; finally, another
source of complexity arises from the suspected compensative
role on aging effects of the flight experience [12].
II.

COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS AND PILOTING

Numerous studies have been conducted to attempt to link
the cognitive functioning with the flight performance. Different
measurements of cognitive efficiency have been identified as
crucial to the piloting ability, for example: time-sharing [13],
speed of processing [14], attention [15] or problem solving
[16]. Cogscreen-AE [17] is among the most widely used
cognitive tests batteries in pilots aging studies. It consists of a
series of computerized cognitive tasks that evaluate a large set
of cognitive functions. This battery has been shown to be able
to successfully discriminate between neurologically impaired
and cognitively intact pilots [18]. Some Cogscreen-AE
variables were predictive of flight parameter violation in
Russian CA pilots [19]. Furthermore, Taylor and colleagues
[20] were able to predict 45% of the variance of the flight
simulator performance with four Cogscreen-AE predictors
(speed/WM, visual associative memory, motor coordination
and tracking) in a cohort of 100 aviators (aged 50-69 years).
Contrary to this latter study that involved Cogscreen-AE, a
rather generalist battery in terms of explored cognitive
functions, we propose to focus specifically on EFs. Indeed,
these functions are the earliest ones to be impacted by aging
[21] and represent excellent clues of aging effects on the

cognitive performance. The study of EFs has appeared recently
in aeronautics, for instance, Hardy [22] found significant agerelated differences in pilots’ executive functioning (e.g.
inhibition, set-shifting) and Taylor [23] established a
relationship between interference control and the ability to
follow air traffic instructions.
III.

EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS AND PILOTING

EFs underlie goal-directed behavior and adaptation to novel
and complex situations [24]. They allow the inhibition of
automatic responses in favor of controlled and regulated
behavior, in particular when automatic responses are no more
adapted to the environment. Three major low level EFs are
moderately correlated with one another, but clearly separable
[25]: set-shifting between tasks or mental sets (“shifting”),
inhibition of dominant or prepotent responses (“inhibition”),
and updating and monitoring of WM representations
(“updating”). The prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays a dominant
role in the implementation of EFs that also encompass
decision-making [26] or reasoning abilities [27]. According to
our hypotheses, EFs are crucial to piloting. Indeed, this activity
takes place in a dynamical and changing context where new
information must be integrated and updated continuously. We
assume that flying light aircraft with no autopilot and very few
assistant systems (like the TCAS2 or weather radar)
presupposes a strong involvement of the EFs for handling the
flight, to monitor the engine parameters, to plan the navigation,
to maintain and update situation awareness and to correctly
adapt to traffic and environmental changes and perform
accurate decision-making by inhibiting wrong behavioral
responses.
IV.

EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS AND NORMAL AGING

Functional neuroimaging brings evidence that the brain is
subject to anatomical and physiological modifications in
normal aging [28]. The prefrontal lobes appear to be the
earliest cerebral regions to be affected [29] and may account
for a great part to age-related cognitive changes [31]. Because
the prefrontal lobes mainly implement EFs, aging is suspected
to provokes a selective alteration of these latter, for example
the reasoning [30], inhibition [31] or updating [32] abilities.
However, the executive changes vary considerably across
people. The complex interactions between the cerebral
structures underlying EFs [9], sociocultural factors and genetic
factors [33] may explain the heterogeneity of this decline.
In this experiment, we proposed to evaluate specifically the
EFs, high level cognitive abilities that present a strong
vulnerability to aging effects [21]. More precisely, we assessed
three low levels EFs (shifting, inhibition and updating) and a
more established general ability: the reasoning. The reasoning
performance reflects fluid intelligence, that support processes
relevant for many kinds of abilities (verbal, spatial,
mathematical, problem solving etc.) and adaptation to novelty.
It is a concept very close to the executive functioning [34] [35].
The speed of processing was also collected because it
represents a reliable measure of general cognitive decline
during aging. Finally, we have also taken into account age and
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the total flight experience to assess their respective
participation to the flight performance variation. Our
hypothesis is that the “chronological age” is not a sufficient
criterion to predict the piloting performance and that the
“cognitive age”, evaluated by the cognitive functioning, is a
more relevant criterion.

Traffic Collision Avoidance System.

V.

METHODS

A. Participants
The participants were 24 private licensed pilots (mean age
= 43.3 years, SD = 13.6) rated for visual flight conditions. The
pilots that had no longer flown during the past two years were
excluded because of the potential impact on flight simulator
performance. Inclusion criteria were male, right handed, as
evaluated by the Edinburgh handedness inventory [36], native
French speakers, under or postgraduate. Non-inclusion criteria
were expertise in logics, airline pilots and sensorial deficits,
neurological, psychiatric or emotional disorders and/or being
under the influence of any substance capable of affecting the
central nervous system. All subjects received complete
information on the study’s goal and experimental conditions
and gave their informed consent. Given that flight experience
may moderate age related deficits in the performance of
domain relevant task [12], we attempted to homogenize the
flight experience distribution across the life span of our sample.
B. Flight performance
1) Navigation
The flight scenario has been setup in collaboration with
flight instructors to reach a satisfying level of difficulty and
realism. To familiarize the participants with the PC-based flight
simulator and minimize learning effects in order to obtain
reliable flight simulator performances, each volunteer
underwent a training session. Before the navigation, they
received the instructions, a flight plan and various technical
information related to the aircraft (e.g. aircraft's crosswind
limit). Basically, the scenario implied to take off, reached a
waypoint with the help of the aircraft radio navigation system
and finally, land on a given airport. The pilots were instructed
that they were in charge of all the decisions and that they could
only received an informative weather report before landing. In
order to increase the subject’s workload, the pilots had to
perform a mental arithmetic calculation of the ground speed
(thanks to the embedded chronometer). Moreover, a failure of
the compass was scheduled. After this failure, the pilots had to
navigate thanks to the magnetic compass, which presents the
particularity to be difficult to use as it is anti-directional. The
flight scenario lasted approximately 45 min. The performance
assessment was exclusively founded on the flight path
deviations (FPD), expressed in terms of amount of angular
deviation in the horizontal axe from the ideal flight path.
C. Neuropsychological battery
1) Target hitting
This test provides a basic psychomotor reaction time [37].
The instruction is to click as fast as possible on each target. The
performance is measured by a velocity index inspired by the
Fitts’ law [38]. The index is the average ratio of the base 10

logarithm of the distance in pixels between two targets, divided
by the time in seconds to go from the first target to the second.
2) The 2-back test.
The 2-back test aims at assessing working memory (WM),
in particular maintenance and updating abilities [39]. Subjects
view a continuous stream of stimuli and have to determine
whether the current stimulus matches in a specific dimension
(shape for our test) the stimulus 2-back in the sequence (Figure
1). For each condition, the percentage of correct responses was
collected.
Figure 2. The Wisconsin card sorting test. The participant sorted the cards
according to a specific dimension. An audio feedback informed if the sorting
was correct or no.

Figure 1. The 2-back test. The participant stated if the current shape match to
the 2-back shape in the sequence thanks to the response box.

3) Deductive reasoning
The logical reasoning test has been used in a previous study
to assess executive functioning [40]. The goal of the task is to
solve syllogisms by choosing, among three suggested
solutions, the one that allows concluding logically. Syllogisms
are based on a logical argument in which one proposition (the
conclusion) is inferred from a rule and another proposition (the
premise). We used four existing forms of syllogisms: modus
ponendo ponens, modus tollendo tollens, setting the consequent
to true and denying the antecedent. Each participant had to
solve 24 randomly displayed syllogisms. The measurement
was the percentage of correct responses.
4) The computerized Wisconsin Card Sorting test
The Wisconsin Card Sorting test (WCST) [41] gives
information on the subject’s abstract reasoning, discrimination
learning and shifting abilities [42]. The test version here was a
computer implementation very similar to the clinical version of
the WCST [43]. The participant must sort cards according to
three different unknown categories (color, shape, number); an
audio feedback indicated whether the response is correct or not
(yes/no). When the participant categorized successfully ten
cards, the target category was automatically changed. The task
ended when six categories was achieved (color, shape, number,
color, shape, number) or when the deck of 128 cards was used.
The total numbers of perseverative errors (at least two
unsuccessful sorting on the same category) was derived from
the individual cards’ records (Figure 2).

5) Spatial stroop
Spatial Stroop tests generally assess the conflict between
the meaning of a word naming a location (e.g. “below”) and
the location where the word is displayed. The ability to restrain
a response according to the localization of the word gives
information on inhibition efficiency. This conflict appears to be
provoked by the simultaneous activation of both motor cortices
[44]. Our test encompasses four control conditions (Figure 3).
“Stroop neutral meaning” (SNM): a motor answer is given with
the appropriate hand according to the word meaning; “Stroop
neutral position” (SNP): the response is given according to the
location of a string of XXXXX, displayed at the left or the right
of the screen; “Stroop meaning incompatible/compatible”
(SMI/SMC): the response is given according to the meaning of
the word, compatible or incompatible with its location at the
screen. In order to get the pure effects of inhibition, the
interference score was calculated to control reading and
localization effects by:

Figure 3. The four conditions of the spatial stroop. On the left: SNM, the
participant pressed on the left/right button according to the meaning of the
word; SNP, the participant pressed the left/right button of the response box
according to the location at the screen of the pattern of XXXXX. On the right:
SMC/SMI, the participant pressed the left/right button according to the
meaning of the word, congruent or incongruent with its location at the screen.

D. Pilots caracteristics
Age and total flight experience in hours were collected to
assess their effects on the flight performance. We attempted to
homogenize the flight experience distribution across the life
span of our sample in order to minimize the perturbation of this
parameter on the flight performance measurement.
VI.

RESULTS

A. Statistical analysis
All data were analyzed with Statistica 7.1 (© StatSoft). The
relationship between age and the total flight experience was
examined thanks to Bravais-Pearson correlation. The ability of
our control variables to predict the piloting performance was
tested using exhaustive regression (ER) that searches for the
best possible fit between a dependent variable and a set of
potential explanatory variables. Contrary to classical stepwise
approach, ER searches the entire space of potential models and
returns those for which all parameter estimates are statistically
significant. Thus, ER results are not affected by the order in
which the variables are introduced in the model. The goodness
of fit of the models was evaluated by the adjusted coefficient of
determination r².
B. Age and experience relationships
The mean total experience of our sample was of 1676 hours
of flight (Range = 57-13000). The Bravais-Pearson correlation
revealed that there was no relationship between age and total
flight experience. However, in particular because of three aged
pilots that owned a large total flight experience (respectively 61
and 13000 hours; 61 and 5000 hours; 58 and 6700 hours), the
correlation was close to reach the significance (p = .0561, r =
+.39).

low level EFs, set-shifting and inhibition, were not predictive
of the flight performance (respectively, p = .5603, F(1,15) =
0.35; p = .8979, F(1,15) = 0.17; p = .9008, F(1,15) = 0.16, see
Figure 4.
It is interesting to note that the worst piloting performance
(FPD = 52.01) has been done by a rather old pilot (62) with a
very small total flight experience (90 hours) whereas two
others aged pilots (both 61) with a high experience (13000 and
5000 hours) demonstrated correct flight performances
(respectively FPD = 21.08 and 32.30).

Figure 4. Synthesis of the ER. The Pareto diagram shows the three predictive
variables of the flight performance: the reasoning abilities, the updating and
the total flight performance.

C. Explanatory variables of the piloting performance
The mean FPD amplitude was 27.69 (SD = 10.38). The ER
revealed that the performances of two cognitive abilities were
predictive of the FPD: the reasoning and the WM (respectively,
p = .0083, F(1,15) = 9.20, p = .0395, F(1.15) = 5.08. Moreover,
the total flight experience was also a significant explanatory
variable (p = .0275, F(1,15) = 5.95, see Figure 4.
The most the reasoning (see Figure 5 and Figure 6) and the
WM abilities were efficient, the smaller was the FPD. In the
same way, the most the pilots were experienced, the smaller
was the FPD. The adjusted r² showed that this model explained
44.51% of the FPD.
As expected, the ER did not revealed any significant effect
of age on the piloting performance (p = .2488, F(1,15) = 5.95).
In the same way, the speed of processing and the two others

Figure 5. FPD as a function of the reasoning performances. The ER revealed
that the reasoning performance predicts significantly the FPD.

of difficulty. Although we did not assess precisely the errors
associated with the use of this instrument, it seems likely that it
has participated to increase the path deviation of some pilots.
These results concerning the reasoning are in line with Wiggins
and O’Hare [47] that have highlighted the links between
reasoning performance, evaluated by a syllogism resolution
(duncker’s candle problem), and piloting performance. The
reasoning performances reflect fluid reasoning, central
cognitive ability linked with various types of mental activity
(mental calculation, problem solving etc.) and essential to the
adaptation to novel problems. Complex and novel problems
cannot be solved directly by referring to a store of long-term
knowledge but require analytic or fluid reasoning. The
complexity of our scenario with unexpected event like the
compass failure appears to have contributed to a strong
involvement of reasoning abilities.

Figure 6. Flight path of two pilots and their respective reasoning
performances. In blue, the pilot had a small flight path deviation and a good
reasoning performance (83.3% of correct answers). In pink, the pilot had a
large flight path deviation, he lost himself and flew by mistake above the
Blagnac airport. His flight path deviation was very important and his
reasoning performances were very low (41.6% of correct answers). Flight path
are rendered with FromDady [45], the width of the line codes the altitude.

VII. DISCUSSION
A. Aging and piloting performance
According to our hypotheses and other authors [6] [7], the
chronological age was not a relevant variable to predicts the
piloting performance. However, although the total flight
experience was not correlated with age, it may have played a
beneficial effect on some aged pilots. It is interesting to note
that the worst piloting performance has been performed by a
rather old pilot with a weak experience, whereas two others
aged pilots, with a high experience, demonstrated quite good
flight performances. In spite of these observations, our results
raised the limitation of using the chronological age as a single
criterion to decide if a given pilot is able to fly or not. In
accordance with such statement, Schroeder [46] have pointed
out the necessity to use neuropsychological tests rather than
relying on chronological age.
B. Neuropsychological tests and piloting performance
The pilots performed a neuropsychological battery that
taped three crucial low-level executive functions [25] plus
reasoning and speed of processing. Finally, as revealed by the
ER, reasoning performance was the variable the most
predictive of the ability to pilot in our study. This result is not
surprising, the reasoning abilities were strongly involved in our
scenario. The pilots ought to perform numerous observations
during the navigation to estimate their position and they had to
use the radio navigation systems to reach a waypoint.
Moreover, the scheduled compass failure required pilots to use
the anti-directional magnetic compass as a backup. The
utilization of this instrument is complex and could be a source

The total flight experience was also predictive of the FPD.
In accordance with other studies [12], this data has confirmed
the beneficial impact of experience on flight performance. This
is coherent with Taylor’s results [5] that showed that more
expert pilots demonstrated better flight summary scores,
especially in the communication and approach-to-landing.
Moreover, this 3- year longitudinal study showed that aviation
expertise was associated with less declines in flight simulator
performance over time.
Finally, updating ability was also linked with the pilot’s
performances. This is coherent with our expectation. Indeed,
the pilot’s activity takes place in a dynamical and changing
context where new information must be integrated and updated
continuously. The updating performances are crucial in this
context. Another study of Taylor et al. [20] found that the WM
and the speed of processing were predictive of the piloting
performance. We are partially in line with these results. We did
not retrieve a significant effect of the speed of processing. The
mean age of our sample was relatively low (43.3, SD = 13.6)
and only seven participants of more than fifty were involved in
the experiment. We may argue that more severe aging effects
on speed of processing occur later in life, the sample of Taylor
was more extreme and included participants from fifty to sixtynine, these latter probably demonstrated more pronounced
variations of speed of processing. Moreover, the task that we
used to assess the speed of processing had a strong motor
component that could have been less relevant to flight
performance assessment.
Our overall results suggest that “cognitive age” is a better
criterion than “chronological age” to predict the ability to fly
and that reasoning and updating are good candidate to assess
the cognitive age. The design of such neuropsychological
batteries of tests that could be administrated during the pilot’s
periodic physical examinations could help to detect cognitive
impairment associated with increased risk of accidents. Further
research will include a larger sample of pilots and will be
conducted on a more realistic flight simulator.
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